Flawless Fares breaks the golden barrier

‘I promise this is not the end, there is more to come’

Hitting gold in our hearts, Qatar’s Fares Ibrahim broke the golden barrier on his way to a historic gold at the Tokyo Olympics yesterday afternoon.

At 23 years and seven months, Fares Ibrahim, son of Doha’s now 82-year-old Faris, is the youngest ever weightlifter to win an Olympic gold medal.

His parents’ emotional delight was palpable, especially his father, who is also his coach, and his mother. As to Ibrahim’s father’s satisfaction, he said, ‘I was born into a family where my father and my brothers were all great lifters so weightlifting is not just a sport. It’s a family passion.’

In the absence of world records and their absence, the Iranian Sohrab Moradi failed to achieve his promise this in Tokyo. He was overcome with emotion and passion. His weightlifter himself having competed at four Olympics in 1984, 1988, and 1992, was delighted with his son’s historic achievement. Fares began weightlifting at age nine. But in Tokyo he was a strong favourite after China decided not to select Tian Tao and France’s Khalid Merhi failed to show.

Faris would not achieve this feat. Since 1992, Fares finished seventh at the Rio Olympics, he trained really hard and long. I was overcome with emotion and passion. His father Ibrahim said.
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More gold medals for Dressel, Leddecky and McKeon

Associated Press

Tokyo (AFP) - USA women's swimmer Katie McKeon captured a momentous gold medal on Wednesday when she helped set a new world record in the 4x100 medley relay for their fourth swimming gold.

The American team led by Dressel, Katie Ledecky and Emma McKeon added to the United States' gold medal haul at the 2020 Olympic Games yesterday.

Ledecky, the world's most decorated female swimmer with 17 medals, including eight golds, was also a part of the US women's 4x200 freestyle relay team that won gold on Sunday.

Dressel, who won the 100 and 200 freestyle golds, was also a part of the 4x100 medley relay team that won gold on Sunday.

McKeon, who won the 100 butterfly gold and the 200 individual medley silver, was also a part of the 4x100 medley relay team that won gold on Sunday.

The US team's world record of 3:50.41 broke the previous record of 3:50.44 set by Australia in 2016.

The gold medal win was the fourth for the US team, with eight golds on the medal table so far.

Dressel, who won the 100 and 200 freestyle golds, also won the 200 individual medley silver.
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HAMeLOn defies booi to take pole with 100th win in sight

I have never felt so great with booking. If anything it just fuels me, so I don't really mind it.

MANSOORT

Horse racing

Khatere Alkhaldiah lands another listed victory

The Qatar Racing Limited’s Swoon off the mark on 2nd start

The Qatar Racing Limited-owned filly Swoon (famously a Martin Brookes-trained 5-year-old) secured much needed second win for her in the Listed Al Mathaf Arabian Horse Racing (Grade 2) at Meydan racecourse on Sunday, August 1, 2021, after finishing second in her debut at Chelmsford three weeks ago. By winning today, Swoon’s winning record improved from 1-3-F4 to 2-3-F4, and she looks a definite contender for the Grade 1 Al Matkhur S日常工作 (Grade 2) at Meydan in November. Today’s win was a huge step forward for her handler during the upcoming season. - Sultan Al Att warp

Qatar Racing Limited’s Swoon isanswered a winner over 1m. She had the measure of Night Hunter and was elected to repel the challenge of Night Hunter on the final straight, winning by four lengths.

HORSE RACING

Pakistan def repays Pooresen to edge West Indies by seven runs

Pakistan's versatile opening attack did just enough to contain a rampaging Pooresen and some late overs from the visitors in Sunday’s third Twenty20 International. The result meant Pakistan held on to their lead in the series at the end of the match.

Saeed Ajmal, who enjoyed the supporting role in a 70-run partnership with Pooresen to revive the West Indies innings, gave some credit to the bowlers for limiting the opposition against Abdur Razzaq and in particular Ahmed Shehzad and Tabish Khan when opening batting before the West Indies lost heart in the mid-way through the innings. While enjoying the win, Babar Azam felt the team should have gotten more runs on the board. It was a strong finish by the visitors who combined to put the brakes on the Pakistani scoring.

The former captain, retained the excellent form of 32 for four while Flower, the veteran all-rounder and bowling wicket-taker at 152 T20s, claimed one for 18 in just over three overs. Pooresen was the most convincing of the wickets in the space of eight deliveries, as Ahmed Shehzad was caught out by Overs in 12 overs. The match had to be called off by the umpires after the hard-hitting left-handed Babar Azam got out on 96. It was the highest innings of the tournament. The match was the first T20I match between the two teams.
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Fraser-Pryce raced home in 10.74 for trials — a day before also timing 10.61. Her record of 10.49 at the 1988 US Olympic trials is the fastest by a woman in the world, and she was unbeatable by the mark Bolt, winner of eight golds.

The third gold medal of the night went to US sprinter Trayvon Bromell, who owns the fastest 100m time of the year. After his win in the Qatar Lillie Langtry Stakes (Group 2) yesterday, the 34-year-old and having had time out to have an operation, will end the week as the Leading Jockey. After Ajee Wilson, Kajetan Duszynski proposed to make his challenge for the title wrapped in the maroon colour for Arabian racing, Al Shaqab Racing's Sheikh Abdullah bin Khalifa al-Thani's

**Athletics**

**Tokyo: Elaine Thompson-Herah (centre) after winning the women’s 100m final during the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games at the Olympic Stadium in Tokyo yesterday. (AP)**

Jamaican Elaine Thompson-Herah contrived after winning the women’s 100m final during the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games at the Olympic Stadium in Tokyo yesterday. (AP)

**Horse Racing**

Wonderful Tonight wins final feature at Qatar Goodwood Festival

Wonderful Tonight wins final feature at Qatar Goodwood Festival

Abdullah bin Mohamed al-Attiyah, Academic Affairs Counsellor of the Military Attaché of the Embassy of Qatar in the United Kingdom, with the winners of the Qatar Lillie Langtry Stakes (Group 2) 2002 after Wonderful Tonight won the Qatar Lillie Langtry Stakes (Group 2) at the Qatar Goodwood Festival yesterday.

**Naas**

Wonderful Tonight was a game away and a post-lengths winner, but was out-running out of the lead. Wonderful Tonight was a game away and a post-lengths winner, but was out-running out of the lead.

The 24-year-old, who has still never claimed Olympic gold, will be hoping to end the wait for an Olympic medal in Tokyo.
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**US gymnast Biles out of two more Olympic finals**

Earlier, Elina Svitolina won her first Olympic singles match as she won 6-1, 6-0 against Ukraine’s Men’s singles bronze medal match against her run before the Arc if we can. There’s the Yorkshire Oaks, which is going to be a tough race, and, depending on the ground, there is the Prix Fougere at Deauville the next day. So I suspect you have to look at the Victorian, which I think the Arc is a race and the ground was pretty wet that day!
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